
Pharmaceutical Division



Our Mission

-    Handling Systems and Servo Machinery 

-    Packing  and  Palletizing 

-    Arti"cial Vision 

-    Lifting and Transport

-    Cleaning and Decontamination

-    Containment Equipment

-    Revamping  for Systems and Special Machines

-    Engineering Services and Technical Consulting

ICAPlants o#ers automated and robot based production 

systems, setting goals as security, quality and e$ciency.

The solutions we propose originate from our many years' expe-

rience both in the "eld of robotic automation and in the machi-

nery and equipment for pharmaceutical use. We achieved a 

well established expertise in managing complex systems 

through internal development of custom software and the use 

of vision systems for several uses: from robot driving up to 

quality control. According to GAMP and FDA speci"cations 

ICAPlants designs reliable and safety solutions also for environ-

ments subject to ATEX. Icaplants and their subsidiaries, also 

operates in the automotive, glass and general industry, with a 

market highly internationalized and o$ces in China and USA. In 

the pharmaceutical division, in particular, our o#er is summari-

zed in the following groups of activities:



Feasibility Studies and Layout Drawings     

Our Capability

Mechanical Design   

   

 

Production     

     

   

3D Simulation and Robot Studio Analisys    

Electrical & Software Design     

After Sales & Spare Parts      

Installation - Start up - Training      

Project Management     

     

   

     

    



WASHING AND DRYING SYSTEMS

Machine designed for pharmaceutical apparatus washing such as metal 

syringes, silicone rubber tubes, formats and punches, bottles, etc.

It ensures the proper washing and drying of the components by dedicated 

nozzles  and the accurate implementation of the containers.

  -  MILLENNIUM 200

Machine for di"erent size bins and vessels. All washing zones are realized 

using AISI 316L stainless steel and assure utmost hygiene thanks to the 

self-cleaning feature of the washing mechanism.

 -  MILLENNIUM 5000

Washing and drying machine for bins up to 2000 litres. Software customisa-

tion for every type of vessel or pollutant. Motorized mobile frame to facilitate  

loading of the bins out of the washing shell.

-  MILLENNIUM 7200

Machine used for “ancillaries” drying by heated forced air circulation. Air 

Treatment Units  ensure maximum hygiene.

        

 -  DRYER DO 5000



LIFTING AND HANDLING

Popeye is an electric transpallet, without man on board, equipped with lifting 

forks which are suitable to seize, transport, lift and position bins.

POPEYE

Elevator for large volumes for pharmaceutical industry. Designed to handle 

bins, and also vessels of any other form, it can be equipped with rotation of 

the forks and weighing devices.

 -  BIN LIFT

Hydraulic elevator for cylindrical vessels. Designed to carry out the following 

operations: lifting, of column rotation, vessels tilting.

        

 -  DRUM LIFT

Hydraulic elevator for di"erent kind of loads, particularly for not regular 

geometries. Typically it is used to handle loads between two planes.

        

  -  LIFTER



ROBOT BASED SYSTEMS & QUALITY CONTROL

Our picking solutions are high speed robot based and they can o"er up to 150 

pick/place per minute. We internally design and create picking tools based on 

suckers, grippers and application speci#c solutions.  These solutions make 

possible the handling of typical pharmaceutical products such as blisters, 

syringes, dispensers, vials, bottles, spray products or bags. 

  -  PICKING

 

Robot based packing o"ers maximum $exibility even for shorter product life 

cycles, new product variants and packaging designs. Arti#cial vision systems 

for robot driving and our experience in their integration allow us to o"er state 

of the art solutions in packaging technologies;  managing from american 

boxes up to trays, cases, and display.

-  PACKING

We can o"er systems and palletizing cell that optimize $oor space, make the 

workplace safer and easily adapt to the available spaces . We o"er palletizing 

solutions based on $exible palletizing arrangement and fast change-over 

time among di"erent con#gurations of products on pallet to achieve high 

performance at the end of the line.

-  PALLETIZING

Our position as integrator allows us to o"er the most suitable vision system 

according to your needs: from quality control based on counting, OCR, barco-

de or datamatrix up to color and shape recognization or robot driving.

        

 -  VISION SYSTEMS



ANCILLARY AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

Storage and handling solutions for pharmaceutical industry. The vessels, 

entirely realised in 316L stainless steel, are "ne polished internally and satin 

"nished externally. Design according to GMP requirements and #oor space 

minimization.

        

-  BIN / DRUM / MINIBAG / PALLETS

Handling conveyors for bottles with chop-type feeder and system for 

discards.

Handling systems are designed to meet customer needs and to follow the 

handled product #ows.

 -  CONVEYORS

We are at the leading edge in machines and systems revamping to keep 

untouched the initial process quality and to improve production e$ciency. 

A detailed scheduling allows to minimize production downtime.

-  REVAMPING

Design, production and assembly of machines and  special equipment 

according to customer needs with the entire production process warranty, 

starting from raw materials up to acceptance tests, as well as all documenta-

tion required.

        

  -  SPECIAL MACHINES



S.S. 156 dei Monti Lepini - 04100 - B.go S. Michele (LT) ITALY

Tel. +39 0773 26271  -  Fax +39 0773 262746

www.icapgroup.it    info@icapgroup.it

Icap Trading Shanghai Co., Ltd.

Yong Sheng Building Room 510,No. 2025, Zhong Shan (W) Road, 

Shanghai 200035, People's Republic of China.

O"ce: +86 21 34250259, Fax: +86 21 64397995

www.icapgroup.it    info@icapgroup.it

Plants and Machinery for     
Pharmaceutical Industry     

Handling Systems for Plastic     

Tyres Assembly Systems     

and Paper reels     

Machines and “Turn Key” Systems     
for the Glass Industry     

Machine tending, Packing   
and Palletizing     

    

Shanghai Co. LtdTRADING


